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Dear Sir/ Madam,
I am writing to you with great urgency regarding the extension of the Emergency Bill.  I
have just been informed that it has been proposed that this Bill be extended until 31
October and I beg you to stop this being passed!
My name is Tracey Lee Hill and I am a school teacher with Education Queensland for
whom I have worked since 1999.  I LOVE my job but am on leave at the moment as I don't
wish to be vaccinated.  I realise this is an unpopular decision in our current climate
however please allow me to explain my reasons.
I have a 23 year old nephew who is a fit, healthy country boy and an apprentice electrician.
He was required to be vaccinated to be able to continue his apprenticeship.  He was given
the first vaccination and within a couple of days was in the hospital.  He was sitting at the
dinner table with his family when my brother looked his way and noticed his face had
turned very grey and my nephew then collapsed off his chair.  My brother thought he was
DEAD!!  He was transported by ambulance to the local hospital where many tests were
conducted and they found the problem was with his heart but were unsure as to WHY
because he had had no previous heart issues.  Following his second vaccination he had
similar problems but they were not as severe.
I spoke to our doctor who also said another vaccine option we were considering has shown
it can cause mad cow disease!
In addition to this, I have a relation and another family friend who are both nurses in
separate Brisbane hospitals who have noticed an increase in the incidences of young men
presenting with heart problems that they never had prior to getting the covid vaccine not to
mention blood clots.
As a mother of two teenage boys, one of which has an immune system disease and asthma,
I find it VERY hard to allow a vaccine to permanently be injected in their body which
cannot be reversed if there are adverse side effects.  I am damned if I do and damned if I
don't; do I get vaccinated and not them which in the court of public opinion looks like I
only care about myself or lose my job permanently and be unable to support my family
because I don't want to get the vaccine????
We have just all HAD covid and yes we were sick but didn't even go to hospital.  I feel
deeply for those who have lost loved ones because of covid but we should still have a
CHOICE if we want to be vaccinated.  My children have had their childhood
immunisations which have been used for MANY years (NOT a recently developed
vaccine) so we are NOT anti-vaxers but these immunisations are NOT even mandatory.  
If you are vaccinated you can still catch covid, spread covid and die from covid so
PLEASE consider our freedom of choice which is a basic human right!!
I am a Mum whose children are the centre of her world and wants to protect them the best
I know how but also be able to provide for them by doing a job I am trained and
experienced in and that I love!!
PLEASE don't extend the Bill.
Yours faithfully,
Tracey Lee Hill
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